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Zhejiang Provincial Museum 
& the West Lake Museum
浙江省博物馆 &    西湖博物馆
Hangzhou 
one of China's famous 
seven ancient capitals.
A history of more than 
2,200 years since the 
Qin Dynasty
(221-206 B.C.)
Long history that could date back to 
Hemudu Culture  about 7,000 years ago
the Hemudu Culture (5200 BC-4500 BC) 
pottery and lacquer wares
wooden, bone 
and ivory objects    
the Liangzhu Culture
Jade articles and silk fabrics
the State of Yue in the Warring States 
Period (475 BC--221 BC)
Bronze wares
Zhejiang Provincial Museum
Zhejiang Provincial Museum
West Lake 
Cultural Square
The Epic of Land of Yue
Qianjiang Waves
Being close to Nature
1st floor
2nd floor
3rd floor
An exhibition on Modern revolutionary history of Zhejiang
An exhibition on history and culture of Zhejiang
Extraordinary Sounds of the Mind
Brilliant Craftsmanship A Long Parade of Red Trousseaux
West Lake Museum
未能抛得杭州去，一半勾留为此湖
The brimming waves delight 
the eye on sunny days.
The dimming hills give a rare 
view in rainy haze.
The West Lake looks like the 
fair lady at her best.
Whether she is richly 
adorned or plainly dressed.
By Su Dongpo (Song Dynasty)
Natural landscape
Cultural landscape
Dredging and harness
Influences of West Lake
Built in 2005
West Lake Museum
Location of West Lake Museum
Have a good time!
Thank you!
